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Abstract 
Purpose: The objective of the study was to design and implement an electronic synoptic report for 
thyroid sonography that incorporates the thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TIRADS) 
and assess potential for reducing unnecessary fine needle aspiration biopsies (FNAB) of thyroid 
nodules. Methods: The electronic synoptic report was developed using a relational database based 
on elements from TIRADS and a multidisciplinary consensus statement for thyroid reporting. A 
retrospective analysis of 138 patients with previously reported thyroid sonographic exams was 
evaluated for the presence of these elements. The electronic synoptic report calculates the TIRADS 
score and generates a formal report. Using the TIRADS score the potential decrease in unneces-
sary FNAB was estimated. Results: Key TIRADS elements were variously reported ranging from 43% 
for the thyroid nodule’s architecture as solid or cystic. Thyroid nodule echogenicity and calcifica-
tion was commented in 27% and 23%, respectively. Other features of the TIRADS score were 
commented in 0% to 8% of the official reports. Estimated reduction for potentially reduced need 
for FNAB was 34.5%. Conclusions: This study is the first implementation of synoptic reporting us-
ing a relational database for sonography of thyroid nodules. Implementation of an electronic 
standardized synoptic reporting system may facilitate more accurate, and more comprehensive 
reporting for thyroid ultrasound scanning of thyroid nodules. The use of TIRADS was estimated to 
be able to potentially reduce the need for FNAB which was significant. 
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1. Introduction 
Palpable thyroid nodules occur at a rate of 5% in the general population [1] while thyroid sonography depicts 
nodules in up to 67% of the population [2]. The recent rise in cross-sectional imaging use especially CT and so-
nography has resulted in discovery of an increased number of asymptomatic thyroid nodules [3] with 5% - 15% 
of these incidentally discovered thyroid nodules being malignant [1]. These numerous suspicious nodules have 
heightened demand for further investigations including biopsy and surgery to exclude malignancy, increased 
overall costs for the healthcare system and stimulated the search for better ways to reduce unnecessary biopsies 
and ensure that only appropriate cases go on to further biopsy or surgery. To better refine which nodules should 
undergo biopsy, scoring systems have been developed with the aim of increasing the likelihood of malignancy in 
the sampled population. One such system is the thyroid imaging reporting and data system also known as 
TIRADS [2], [4]. TIRADS stratifies thyroid malignancy risk by looking at the number of suspicious ultrasound 
features present [2]. Use of TIRADS may reduce unnecessary biopsies, surgeries and follow-up investigations [5]. 
Despite the apparent benefits of such scoring systems, the use of these scoring systems has been limited to date. 

Synoptic reporting is rapidly gaining interest in various medical disciplines including pathology, clinical as-
sessment, surgery and radiology as a way to improve communication and ensure completeness of reports. Do-
cumentation performed traditionally with a narrative dictated report may omit essential findings or critical com-
ponents of a procedure. Failure to record specific details may be wrongly interpreted as negative findings rather 
than omissions. 

Use of a structured or synoptic reporting format facilitates collection of important findings and also improves 
communications between clinicians, surgeons, pathologists and radiologists [6]. Electronic implementation of a 
synoptic reporting system provides many benefits including efficient documentation, automated report genera-
tion, and potential for data mining for research. 

Use of a synoptic report for thyroid nodule sonography could ensure that all necessary elements of TIRADS 
are completed, and facilitate communication. Reporting of thyroid nodule and lymph node sonographic features 
is well suited for synoptic reporting as it involves a limited number of well-defined findings to be documented 
with standardized terminology [7]. With such an electronic synoptic reporting system a radiologist can effi-
ciently document the important findings needed for report generation. With these data elements collected there 
is the potential to automatically calculate the TIRADS score and thereby provide improved communication to 
the referring clinician and surgeon. 

We therefore proceeded to design and implement an electronic synoptic report at our institution. Data ele-
ments to be included were based on a multidisciplinary consensus statement on thyroid ultrasound reporting [7]. 
Based on the data inputted, the program calculates the TIRADS score and generates a formal report. Using re-
trospective data we subsequently tested the potential ability of our electronic synoptic reporting system to gen-
erate a TIRADS score and its potential to reduce unnecessary biopsies in our institution. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Study Population 
Our institutional ethics review board approved this retrospective study and waived the requirement to obtain in-
formed consent. All patients with thyroid sonography performed in the Saskatoon Health Region, over the pe-
riod of January 2012 to May 2014 were included in this study if they underwent further thyroid biopsy or thyro-
id surgery. 

2.2. Creation of Synoptic Report 
2.2.1. TIRADS 
We used a previously described and validated thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TIRADS) [2]. This 
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scoring system was developed to stratify the risk of malignancy for thyroid nodules based on the presence or 
absence of a number of suspicious sonographic findings for malignancy [2], [4]. A simplified version of TIRADS 
[2], was used to stratify risk of malignancy for thyroid nodules (see Table 1). Suspicious ultrasound features for 
malignancy include solidity, hypoechogenicity or marked hypoechogenicity, microlobulated margins or irregu-
lar margins, microcalcification, and taller-than-wide shape. TIRADS 1 corresponds to a highly probable benign 
nodule (no suspicious US features), TIRADS 4A (one suspicious US feature) and 4B (two suspicious US feature) 
correspond to a low and intermediate suspicion for malignancy, respectively, TIRADS 4c is of moderate con-
cern but not classic for malignancy (three or four suspicious US features), while TIRADS 5 (five suspicious US 
features) is highly suggestive of malignancy. 

2.2.2. Database 
An electronic synoptic report was designed based on a recently released multidisciplinary consensus statement 
for thyroid nodule reporting [7]. The Thyroid, Head and Neck Cancer Foundation convened a panel of nine spe-
cialists from a variety of disciplines involved in thyroid cancer to achieve a consensus on ultrasound evaluation 
of the thyroid gland, thyroid nodules, cervical lymph nodes, and fine needle aspiration of thyroid nodules and/or 
cervical lymph nodes. The included multidisciplinary consensus statement data fields are comprehensive and in-
clude all TIRADS elements. A relational database was used to implement the electronic synoptic report (Access 
2013, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington). The created synoptic report provides information on the thyroid gland, 
nodule characteristics, cervical lymph nodes, and follow-up recommendations. The relational database calcu-
lates the thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TIRADS) score according to data entered [2]. The data 
elements collected with the database are shown in Figures 1-5. An automated sonography report is generated 
(Figure 6). To simplify the process, all the data fields are automatically set to default as normal values. 

2.2.3. Methodology of Review of Previously Reported Studies 
All included sonography examinations had been interpreted by board certified staff radiologists. The finalized 
formal radiologist reports of the thyroid ultrasounds were retrospectively reviewed for all needed characteristics 
for the thyroid gland, any thyroid nodules, or cervical lymph nodes as included in the TIRADS score and the 
multidisciplinary consensus statement for thyroid nodule reporting [7]. These formal elements of the thyroid 
gland and nodules were evaluated for their presence or absence in the prior official radiologist report. Any ele-
ment not commented on the formal report was considered as not completed. The percentage of standard para-
meters completed was calculated. 

2.2.4. Estimation of the Potential Decrease in Unnecessary FNAB 
To estimate the potential decrease in unnecessary fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) we utilized previous 
published recommendations [5]. Nodules that scored TIRADS 3 may be considered safe to monitor without 
FNAB unless they increase in size in a proven way. The number of nodules categorized as TIRADS 3 was 
compared to the number of nodules categorized as TIRADS 3 that were biopsied to estimate the decrease in 
FNAB with the application of TIRADS. Previously published data estimate the number of nodules that were 
likely to grow at 35% [5]. This estimation of nodules that will grow and will need biopsies was multiplied by the 
number of nodules with a score of TIRADS 3 to estimate the decrease in unnecessary FNAB. 
 
Table 1. TIRADS scoring system based on the number of suspicious malignant ultrasound features present including: solid-
ity, hypoechogenicity or marked hypoechogenicity, microlobulated margins or irregular margins, microcalcification, and tal-
ler-than-wide shape [2].                                                                                              

# of Suspicious US Features TIRADS Category Risk % Risk of Maglignancy 

0 3 Probably Benign 1.7 

1 4a Low suspicion for malignancy 3.3 

2 4b Intermediate suspicion for malignancy 9.2 

3 or 4 4c Moderate concern but not classis for malignancy 44.4 - 72.4 

5 5 Highly suggestive of malignancy 87.5 
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Figure 1. Screen 1 of relational database interface for thyroid gland labeled “scan dates & thyroid details”. Form to collect 
general information on the thyroid gland. Fields derived from multidisciplinary consensus statement [7]. General assessment 
of the thyroid gland notes if thyroid gland was normal, solitary nodule present, multinodular thyroid or diffuse thyroiditis. 
Final thyroid and lymph node diagnosis obtained from pathological report. Purpose of lymph node exams include screening 
for initial or follow-up ultrasound of uncharacterized nodule, preoperative mapping, or surveillance of thyroid cancer follow- 
up.                                                                                                              
 

 
Figure 2. Screen 2 of relational database interface for overall assessment of each thyroid nodule labeled “overall assessment 
of thyroid nodule”. Collection of information regarding the number of nodules for each lobe and isthmus.                          

3. Results 
3.1. Study Population 
A total of 138 patients were included with all patients undergoing subsequent FNAB and 36 patients’ thyroi-
dectomy. 122 patients were female and 16 were male with patients ranging in age from 21 to 89 years (mean, 
53.1 years). The mean age of male patients was 64 years (range, 42 - 82 years), and the mean age of female pa-
tients was 52.1 years (range, 21 - 88 years). The mean nodule size (±standard deviation) was 1.83 ± 1.38 cm 
(range, 0.1 - 12.5 cm). 

Total of 290 thyroid nodules were identified and US-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) was per-
formed in 157 focal thyroid nodules. Of the 157 nodules biopsied, 103 were benign, 10 were malignant, and the  
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Figure 3. Screen 3 of relational database interface for individual details of each thyroid nodule labeled “thyroid nodule”. 
*Data field containing descriptive suspicious features used in thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TIRADS) includ-
ing solidity, hypoeechogenicity, microlobulated or irregular margins, microcalcification, and taller-than-wide shape.                              
 

 
Figure 4. Embedded screen under screen 3 “thyroid nodule” in relational database interface for biopsy for each nodule la-
beled as “biopsy for each nodule”. Technical details and results regarding the fine needle aspiration biopsy. Cytopathological 
tests ordered with the biopsy.                                                                                        
 
results for 44 nodules were non-diagnostic or unsatisfactory. Seventeen benign nodules and ten malignant no-
dules were confirmed with surgery. Eighty-six benign nodules were confirmed with cytologic examination 
(Figure 7). Three non-diagnostic nodules were surgically confirmed to be benign. Six nodules were considered 
unsatisfactory based on cytology of which three nodules were confirmed by surgery to be benign and three ma-
lignant. The pathologic diagnoses of the 36 thyroid nodules assessed by surgery are listed in Table 2. There 
were 13 multinodular and 20 nodular thyroids on surgical pathology. 
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Figure 5. Screen 4 of relational database interface for cervical lymph nodes labeled as “cervical lymph node”. Details re-
garding the cervical lymph nodes including size, location, solid or cystic, presence of hilum, shape, presence of calcification, 
presence and location of vascularity, and presence of local invasion.                                                        
 

 
Figure 6. Sample report automatically generated by relational database for thyroid nodule ultrasound and fine needle aspira-
tion biopsy.                                                                                                         
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Figure 7. Summary of thyroid nodules used in the study.                                                                   
 
Table 2. Histopathologic findings in the 36 nodules treated with surgery.                                                    

Histopathologic Findings No. of Nodules % 

Benign (n = 26) 

ADENOMATOUS NODULE 1 3.8 

ATYPICAL FOLLICULAR ADENOMA 2 7.7 

BENIGN COLLOID NODULE 2 7.7 

BENIGN HÜRTHLE CELL ADENOMA 1 3.8 

FOLLICULAR ADENOMA 1 3.8 

GRANULOMATOUS THYROIDITIS 1 3.8 

HASHIMOTOS THYROIDITIS 1 3.8 

LYMPHOCYTIC THYROIDITIS 1 3.8 

MULTINODULAR THYROID 4 15.4 

NODULAR HYPERPLASIA OF THYROID 12 46.2 

Malignant (n = 10) 

FOLLICULAR CARCINOMA 1 10 

HURTHLE CELL CARCINOMA 1 10 

PAPILLARY CARCINOMA 7 70 

PAPILLARY MICROCARCINOMA 1 10 

290 nodules identified 
in 138 patients

10 malignant nodules 
(10 patients)

10 nodules confirmed 
by surgery (10 patients)

103 benign nodules (85 
patients)

17 nodules confirmed 
by surgery  (17 patients)

86 nodules confirmed 
by cytology (68 

patients)

44 non-diagnostic / 
unsatisfactory nodules 

(43 patients)

6 nodules unsatisfactory 
confirmed by surgery

3 benign nodules (3 
patients)

3 malignant nodules (3 
patients)

3 nodules non-
diagnostic confirmed by 

surgery

3 benign nodules (3 
patients)

157 nodules biopsied 
included (138 patients)

133 nodules not 
biopsied excluded
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3.2. Synoptic Report 
The data fields collected in the synoptic report are divided into four main screens which are scan dates and thy-
roid details (Figure 1), overall assessment of thyroid nodule (Figure 2), thyroid nodule (Figure 3 and Figure 4) 
and cervical lymph node (Figure 5). Information on the thyroid gland includes global assessment of the thyroid 
gland (solitary nodule, multinodular, diffuse thyroiditis), dimensions of the thyroid lobes and isthmus, echoge-
nicity, vascularity, and calcification (Figure 1). The overall assessment of the thyroid nodules includes the 
number of nodules in each lobe (Figure 2). Each clinically significant thyroid nodule is described in the thyroid 
nodule screen (Figure 3). Each clinically significant nodule is characterized by its location, dimensions, contour, 
internal architecture (cystic, solid, or mixed), echogenicity, calcifications, and vascularity. Cervical lymph nodes 
are described by their dimensions, location, internal architecture (solid or cystic), hilum, shape, calcifications, 
vascularity, and invasion of nearby structures (Figure 5). The purpose of the lymph node evaluation was rec-
orded as brief survey for initial or follow-up ultrasound, preoperative detailed exam, or thyroid cancer follow-up. 
An overall impression of the lymph nodes as benign or suspicious was also recorded. A form collects technical 
details of the fine needle aspiration including needle size, number of passes, and cytopathological testing 
(Figure 4). Clicking on the “Preview Current Scan Details” button automatically generates a formal report for 
the thyroid nodules and biopsy report if applicable (Figure 6). 

3.3. Comparison of Official Report and TIRADS 
Figure 8 shows the percentages of formal elements of the thyroid nodules based on the multidisciplinary con-
sensus statement that were completed in the official radiologist reports. Specific elements used in the TIRADS 
score are highlighted. Only 43% of official reports noted whether the thyroid nodule’s architecture was solid or 
cystic. 27% of the reports commented on the thyroid nodule’s echogenicity. 23% of the reports noted the calci-
fication of the thyroid nodule. Other features of the TIRADS score such as taller-than-wide and nodule contour 
were commented in 0% and 8% of the official reports. TIRADS elements not included in the report were as-
sumed to be absent in calculation of the TIRADS score. 

3.4. Estimation of the Decrease in Unnecessary FNAB 
Based on the data collected, an estimation of the reduction in the number of FNAB can be calculated. Of the 290 
nodules, 154 nodules were categorized as TIRADS 3 representing 53.1% of all nodules. Ninety one of the no-
dules (63%) categorized as TIRADS 3 were biopsied. Based on the reasoning of only 35% of nodules will in-
crease in size in time, 66 nodules or 42% fewer nodules may have been spared from FNAB. Assuming an average  
 

 
Figure 8. Completion rate of descriptive terminology abstracted from multidisciplinary consensus statement for thyroid no-
dules in ultrasound scans of the thyroid gland. *Descriptive suspicious feature used in TIRADS.                                       
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of two nodules per patient, 34.5% of patients (33 patients out of 97 patients) with TIRADS 3 may have been 
spared from FNAB with the application of TIRADS. 

4. Discussion 
At autopsy thyroid nodules are commonly discovered with over 50% of individuals without known thyroid dis-
ease having palpable or non-palpable nodules [8]. The widespread increased use of imaging has led to a higher 
detection rate of thyroid nodules and resulted in a significant increase in the number of thyroid FNAB being 
performed [2]. However less than 10% of these nodules are malignant [2]. Identifying suspicious malignant fea-
tures on ultrasound better discerns the risk of malignancy and can guide subsequent management with fine 
needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB), sonographic follow-up, and need for surgical resection [9]. 

Avoiding unnecessary repeated US examinations and FNABs led to the development of risk stratification 
tools such as TIRADS [2], [4]. TIRADS provides standardized terminology to facilitate communication between 
clinicians, surgeons, pathologists and radiologists. Risk stratification based on TIRADS may provide manage-
ment recommendations. 

Synoptic reporting have been shown to be successful in increasing the completeness of operative reports [10], 
and improving the quality of surgical oncology [11] and pathology reports [6], [12]. Interest in synoptic report-
ing in radiology is developing [13]. Synoptic reporting may facilitate the comprehensive reporting of sonographic 
examinations of the thyroid gland and improve completeness of ultrasound reports. A synoptic report template 
should include all relevant findings on thyroid sonographic examinations. Synoptic reporting may be readily in-
tegrated into the workflow with potential to reduce the use of transcription services and improve turnaround 
time. Incorporation of logic into the synoptic report allows for calculations and grading to be performed auto-
matically. 

Linking structured reporting with a formalized reporting scheme is of obvious value. Using an electronic 
synoptic report facilitates the implementation of TIRADS by providing a standard documentation interface to 
include all the important sonographic features used in TIRADS and automatically generating the TIRADS score. 
Additional benefits include improved workflow and adherence to reporting guidelines and standards by auto-
mated sonographic report generation. The electronic system, secondarily acts as a research database for out-
comes analysis and research. An electronic implementation of the standardized synoptic report may enhance ef-
ficiency, workflow, and patient care. 

Our study showed a wide variation in ultrasound reporting of characteristics of thyroid nodules. No ultra-
sound report in our study mentioned all the ultrasound features linked with elevated risk of malignancy accord-
ing to the TIRADS score. The percentage completed for the included sonographic features for the TIRADS 
score was poor. For taller-than-wide, nodule contour, nodule architecture, nodule echogenicity, and calcifica-
tions it was 0%, 8%, 43%, 27%, and 23% respectively. 

We estimated the potential decrease in unnecessary FNAB based on previous published material. In this study, 
157 nodules were biopsied or 54.1% of the 290. Sixty three percent of nodules (91 nodules) categorized as 
TIRAD 3 were biopsied. With the application of TIRADS we estimate a 42% reduction of biopsies needed with 
sparing of 66 nodules from FNAB. Our study suggests a greater reduction in the number of FNAB than sug-
gested by the literature [5]. The literature suggests estimating the reduction in the number of FNAB based on a 
reasoning that 35% of nodules do not increase in size with time. Nodules with TIRADS scores of 3 represented 
53.1% of all nodules in this study. Based on this reasoning, we deduce a 34.5% (0.65 = score 3 that do not grow × 
0.531 = percentage of nodules scored 3) estimated reduction in the number of FNAB. 

Limitations of the current study are that data were collected retrospectively from sonographic reports. As not 
all fields were collected it may underestimate the effectiveness of TIRADS. Another limitation is that this is a 
single center study performed in a tertiary centre and may not be representative of all centers. However, despite 
its limitations, the estimated reduction in FNAB is likely underestimated and remains significant. 

5. Conclusion 
This study is the first implementation of synoptic reporting using a relational database for sonography of thyroid 
nodules. Implementation and use of an electronic standardized synoptic reporting system will facilitate more 
accurate, and more comprehensive reporting for thyroid ultrasound scanning of thyroid nodules. The use of 
TIRADS integrated into the electronic reporting system can help guide management and may lead to a reduction 
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of the number of FNAB needed. Although retrospective, the use of TIRADS in our patient population was esti-
mated to be able to potentially reduce the need for FNAB by 34.5% for this study. 
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